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1. ߰ӑڄනӴݵɾၲ˷᙭çЩश۱ݵ

ɾၲᙼ؞бʴé

2. ʨѦࣁึþЌฑը΄͠ᚱ˿ࡀൡ

ಡܾ (Giuseppe GioYanni Lanza di Vasto� 
1901-1981) ಫიçጅ՟ʆռվ߽ç՟

·ᕻ˾۱ࡌᐺ༱؞é

3. ·ᕻ˾বѕçʿਪࡪጅଆ̓Ђූड̑ç

Փ՟·ఛ̄ڄֻϷѾඌӍॲڄడʍӞ

ʈႩ୕ࡩ˃ڄᘕۢéະӍͫෝ࠱՜ኑ

ᕻ˾̓ᐺદཊइçཊڄ՟·̄Ϸʛઅ

ᄶ्Ӣ᜵é

4. ͦ፰ඹڄᕢಗé

5. ન͏ɾ̄ࡒգიçϕЉϠ̷ڄ

ॐᓭç̣ʆڄԽᝂݵϫϚӑிี

ॐफ༫క࠱ʿᄔ̣̈́ጅéӍंڄڈ

ॐѤළᛋལཔʼ੯ٰዾẹ́Ύጘጜݵ

੯ম̷գ̍íɾգიçӍڄ

ம࠷ 60 ̣̈́çϚᅞঠʕçӍ̷ڄ΄

η˭ڄʳѕՓϕЏЩۘݠਯછéЩϚഠ

इ˖çӍߊв̣̈́డੂਢཥ 500 ΄̷

ڄमʍéᑪࡌʳѕʨ߽शম 1000 ΄̷

˃݈çʄۘݠᝂʍçइӍͫෝ

ϑʓ҉Љ 4000 ΄ඹٵ࡚ڄé

6.1940 ϶इç̽ᆚڬڄᚱʆનՖڶঠΆ

୕ìռ 1988 ϶इçၸ͐ఠʓ 8% ᆚඹçڄ

ளႩጅΆ୕çൂڄː௫ཫනɾӴ̧

˅̽ᆚڄʆʤጅé

7. ΟأЉϚʆҬηٗбӍΆ୕इʼ

éڄನاݵ

8. мͤڄౄጅվ̄ώՓʿூӢ᜵çϕ

Ϡኜݵ͐ۂéᐡϾٱᙔؠ੪్͟

ඹ᎔ʈس഻ڄçЩݵۍϕ௫ཫӍڄడ

ੂç୕Ά̳գڄ৷éӍڊڄᝂԦ

ᇎᏣఛડЩЉʍѦ·Ⴉбཊ

Ά୕ڄʆçѓΆޥϚбᐡʓڄʆç

Ά୕ڄ՜мڊٗቱᏻႩϾˑݵ

ཫఠվܾé

9. Ӎ࠱̟ڄᖅഽۍϚؠথ̡çЩ

éڊڄ੯ϐཊϚɾޥٗΆݵ

10. ӍڄᐡᝂԦॲݵڄήᎋʿᔃᅍڄۂ

᎔ʈขîਪࠜϠኜڄඹۘݠʿ᜵ç

ɾ˝ݵѴʥઐ΄༱î

11. Ѯ՟Ϛʮࠜऔ˻ੇڊڄࣘࣁˀç்Ϡ

ʳѕː͐ᄔூҬϾɾЎçቂϨЂූड̑ڄ

ʆట௪Ω̧۔ѕগԾçϕЏݵ

इçЩʛߟݵཛጤڄ͙˃Ϧளé

ЩçᆻϚڊڄስߴː̈́ႠჄᆟڄ

८ளé

12. ະఛڄڶ౦ʆӿ׆θψΆޥçं

Ֆéڄ࠱ࡌϚළၷఛݵಏ˥ڄ

13. Ӎॡʓڄዪළ૧ʄιЎݨࡌ

Άޥέڄʆڄ༻߬ᗊé

14. ɾЉ८ڊؠڄʆçᕉΊ؞ଈ௰˜б

Ӎӿڄ׆ᛱѦçψइ̧ʛᐺદڊۘڄᚻ

ਭΟಗé

15. Ϛɾ̓ˀ˻ˢڊڄˀçԅЉऔ˻

վᅞçЩݵϫϚัʮ̝ጤΘڄᝂé

Ϛᆟڊڄ༬çʆᘝੂޥٗྰӍ

ЉᝂԦϨЏᄶ्ڄӢ᜵ᐼ࿏é

16. ʼʿιЉϚᐡઐᇀइçӍ்

ཫΰϙۭϙ୍ཊé

17. ΆޥӦඓڶڻঠΆ୕ݵӍͫෝച

ಬ̩̄कéᕉΊбൂбԼՓᒼѠڄݠ̝̀

Ⴉௗᐡ᙮çະಬ̩̄क̈́мइç

෭এҺʛළֻூͭॺé

18. бൂбԼำݣᅩڈڄ٤ᗰႩӑ

çՓ͐ۍϚ˾ˀ̛ߍçະʨዕႩα

ʨዕؠᔏᚙéڄЉइçːۘЉ

߰ዕڄбΊႩʆգიçݵɾࠀ

ᘰڄআ༼éਪࠜ͟ʵϾՖçජᕹՊআ

༼çӍʵԻʄ݃ڄۂཔé

19. бൂбԼઘգʄбΊí෭ᆑЉጅΆڄޥ

ҹૻèʿιࣀᙔږٱè՟Ӎڄನᅰ

୕੯бΊڄກႩӞʈ՟·èʿؠࡎ

ʼึڄᗰ୕ᛱ֜ѦٗéᆟçӍڈ

੯ூ༱؞çՓٌϚॲʿ̈́থڄՖ

ዢéݪڄߠϚࡃႩٵ

20. ԽɾʆᘝçቈϨщ௲ʿᄔᒯක࡚

бʴéਪޥবϙኙڄ்࠱ç෮ᄔٵ

Ϩ͐ݵූᙤ⋢ႩᆳسՓᔴ߽Άޥçʨ߽

ˉࠡफ़ (500 ͦ̄Т ) ʵԼ੯éӍɾ϶ϑ

ղР̃ڄᙤ⋢çՓઅʨ௰˜ਦᐲìဇ֊

ʨ߽ߟψᆚඹڄᆳسçՓ՟·ॐफ̄ڄϷ

ۘϫþԅЉંܱçʛԅЉଟ̶ኽçӦʿᄔ

ፊï࠱

 ဧ ᎀ ᅭ ා ᅭ Ϛ ڬ ᚱ ڄ ̺ ̿ ྏ Ѧ 

(North-Carelia� Finland) ཫбൂбԼڄ

Ά ޥ Փ ጤ Θ ؠ ௗ   ᐡ ᝂ Ԧ ˃ ͙ ʏ ኜ

϶ç ̧ Ѧ · ɾ  ˾ ʳ গ Ծ ᑦ    ᜯ

႕çનᏃළֻਭ̧ڄнحȩ́ڄᝀቒ

˅̧૨ኅޣڄʍçՓ՟̧੯ɾԳл

ϙᑧ഻̳ӍˑڊႩбèèہ

ᎥႩʳѕำڄᘕۢé

ΡᆰҡϞஅҏনࠌ

˺бဧᎀᅭාᅭ (Lasse Nordlund) ˃ए

ᙲû˱ஐ⟟
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1.Technical progress is an illusion 
and consumerism is something you 

can free yourself from. 

2.Giuseppe GioYanni Lanza di Vasto 
(1901-1981): La macchina rende sciaYi� 
il braccio liberi. The machine enslaYes� 
the hand sets free.

3.Farming by hand� collecting Àrewood 
without machines� and the skill of using 
īprimitiYe techniquesĬ showed me 
the actual relationship between a labor 
input and its product. The use of the 
resources changes dramatically� when 
one must acquire them by hand. 

4.Balanced exchange of energy. 

5.Our body�  on the other hand �  is 
in a technical sense a Yery efficient 
machine� special thanks to its Yersatility. 
:e do not need roads to moYe and 
we can climb a tree without special 
equipment. A human can perform 
physical work equiYalent to that used by 
an incandescent lamp. :e can manage 
about 60 watts. At that leYel we can 
work throughout the day and stay in 
good health. For short periods we can 
bring ourselYes to work at a rate as high 
as 500 watts. After a heaYy day of work� 
we will haYe performed about 1k:h. To 
keep performing at this leYel� we haYe 
to eat food containing about 4k:h of 
energy. 

6.In 1940 half of Finland
s population 
worked in primary production. By the 
year 1988� their number had gone 
down to eight per cent� who� despite the 
change� still giYe employment to half of 
the population in further processing and 
machine production!

7.Trading is sensible only when it 
is almost impossible for a person to 
produce an item by himself.

8.The direction of our market system 
cannot be changed �  because it  is 
founded on competition. Economic 
growth is a result of an extraneous 
energy input� it is not wealth created 
by our own labor. The system rewards 

those who most forceful ly exploit 
energy and natural  resources for 
production. People liYing in a natural 
economy cannot achieYe the kind of 
oYerproduction our society rests on. 
9.Our main problem is by no means a 
lack of energy� but our inability to liYe 
in a society� which can cope with its 
resources.

10.Is our economic system dependent 
precisely on a growing energy input" 
:ill it fall apart if the extraneous energy 
input stays Àxed"

11.EYen in communities as small as 
the nuclear family� there are many 
tasks that only need to be done once� 
like collecting firewood or making a 
spinning-wheel� which creates spare 
time for others. This is a benefit when 
compared to liYing alone. HoweYer� 
possible social conflict may erode this 
beneÀt.

12.The increase of efÀciency is greatest 
at the Yery outset� when the first few 
people decide to liYe communally.

13.:e are left with the option to start 
praying deYoutly for the citizenry to 
begin to take responsibility of their own 
liYes again.

14.A person benefits the society by 
giYing away a part of his right to self-
determination �  while he gains the 
society
s protection in exchange.

15.In a decentralized society there is no 
central controlling hierarchy: there are 
small� independent blocks instead. In 
such a society� human actiYity cannot 
change the enYironment as dramatically 
as it can in our system.

16.Maybe only an economic crash 
wou ld  p reYen t  ou r  sys tem f rom 
oYerexploiting our planet
s resources 
completely.

17.It is imperatiYe that we deYelop and 
support alternatiYe ways of life that 
function close to primary production. 
By being self-sufÀcient and by aYoiding 

contact with the money economy� these 
alternatiYes may operate eYen when the 
conYentional order starts to break down.

18.Practicing self-sufficiency means 
broad knowledge and skills that do 
not fall in the hands� and become 
the  proper ty  o f  un iYers i t ies  and 
corporations �  but remain with the 
people. It is a beautiful myth that 
uniYersities practice science freely and 
for the sake of humanity. :e haYe come 
a long way from that myth� if it eYer has 
been a reality at all.

19.Self-sufficiency brings with it the 
freedom to disseminate know-how on 
organic liYing as one wishes� unafraid 
of competitors� allowing our intellectual 
legacy to be freely communicated and 
put to use� unimpeded by intellectual 
property rights and patent law. This way 
our thoughts may be freed� and allowed 
to focus on what is essential in the face 
of the looming challenges. 

20.A single human being� buying no 
food whatsoeYer� needs surprisingly 
l i t t le  arable land to feed h imsel f 
throughout the year. Approximately 5 
acres (500 square meters) is sufficient 
if one picks mushrooms and berries 
and can be thrifty. I consume about 
200 kilos of mushrooms a year� most 
of which I dry. I pick about the same 
amount of berries� and I preserYe them 
using a special method that employs no 
hermetic sealing and no additiYes – not 
eYen sugar.

Lasse Nordlund has l ived a 

self-sustainable life in North-

Carel ia ,  F in land for  over  a 

d e ca d e  i n d e p e n d e nt  f ro m 

monetary economy. He makes 

his clothes from scratch by 

s e w i n g  f l a x - f i b e r s  w i t h  a 

handmade spinning-wheel . 

His experiences give him keen 

insight and enable him to make 

sharp conclusions about our 

society's relationship towards 

nature, energy, money and the 

meaning of work.

Quotes from Mr. Lasse Nordlund's book: 

“The Foundations of Our Life” 
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